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(b) (6) Privacy
Seasons like 2014. When all this started in July 2013 going to 2014, I ended up in 2014 in hospital with Wald Pasian cost. My Eq. $170,000. Callau for four dogs. Please that done to me and my body. This should not have been the long to settle this problem. Our family did not do this. Throwing Comp. gas well Comp. done all of this. Equality gas Comp. done all of this. This damage to land.

Please let me hear from you all soon. Will have to spend another yr. in older home. Call draft. Be shipped to stay weatter for me and grand daughter stay with me the gas well a Chilla Comp. done this with blessing of faction and water. 2008 to 2014. Water septic in their earth it is block concrete. On my back porch now. And if we have rain.
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